
As a loyal VISUAL user and a repeat User Group attendee we need your assistance in getting other VISUAL users interested in 
attending the User Group meetings. Are you willing to provide a testimonial about the benefits you receive from attending the 
User Group meetings? If so, please write your testimonial below including your name, your company name and the date. If you’d 
rather send an email testimonial, please click here or email MShannahan@SynergyResources.net. We appreciate your support!
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“With the help of our vendor partner Synergy 
Resources through the ERP selection 
process, piloting, going live and continuously 
improving, we have total visibility, reporting and 
information sharing capabilities of Infor Visual 
Manufacturing that dramatically improved our 
business.  Eliminating physical inventories, 
reducing lead times, easily keeping costing and 
pricing up to date, streamlining and controlling 
engineering changes and custom reporting are 
just some of the advantages we gained with 
Visual over our previous system.” 

“From the beginning, we were strongly 
encouraged to attend User Group meetings 
to network, share ideas, get answers and 
contribute to conversations regarding Visual, 
and we have been members of VMNEUG 
since before we went live with the system in 
2009.  The opportunity to connect between 
expert users of all disciplines, Infor, Synergy, 
and other vendor partners directly at a very 
reasonable cost has helped us not only to 
have a good avenue to improve and learn, but 
also to give back to new users and encourage 
those potential Infor / Synergy customers 
through Q&A sessions, system enhancements, 
presentations and group discussion.” 

- Erik Kjellquist, IT Manager 
Audiosears Corp
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